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Abstract
As Digital logic circuits grow larger and more complex; verification 
has become prior bottleneck in the whole design process it 
consumes around 70% of the overall development time. Reducing 
verification time is crucial to project task. Many techniques 
proposed to reduce verification time like constraint random based 
functional verification and assertion based functional verification. 
Most important tasks are ‘finding bugs in the RTL’ and ‘coverage 
closure with minimum random number of test cases’. In this paper 
we are summarizing the problems with randomized test case 
preparation without controlling the productivity and finding the 
hidden illegal constraints in the environment. We are proposing 
effective solutions to hit the cover group with minimum random 
test cases and resolve the illegal constraints in the environment 
in the earlier stage of Design Verification.
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I. Introduction
The growth in the complexity of chip designs has led to increasingly 
complicated design verification. As DV (Design Verification) 
continues to be a predominate player in the success and failure 
of not only specific features of a chip, but the chip as a whole, The 
modern designs are very complex and the combinations are very 
huge to test. It is very tedious to have estimation on required test 
cases to hit all the combinations, we will be dealing with   1000s of 
combinations to cover a single coverage item before DV finishes. 
As covering all the combinations is tedious task, random stimulus 
generation is applied through different methods like constraint 
random generation and assertion based generation.
The common observation while using the random stimulus 
generation for coverage closer is – The coverage grows rapidly 
during the initial stages till it reaches certain point (around 60% 
in most cases) then it gradually takes very long time and effort 
to cover the rest [3]. The key point that needs to be understood 
is that it takes very little time to cover the first few combinations 
On the other hand, it takes a long time to cover the last few 
combinations. This is because as we move on the probability of 
generating covered combinations increases and generating the new 
combinations decreases. That is why the expected trails needed 
to cover all combinations is much higher than the actual number 
of combinations.
After covering few combinations the random generation will hit 
the covered combinations mostly this is called the saturation point. 
After this point, instead of random generation people will move 
towards directed cases for coverage closer which will  find very 
few bugs in the RTL and it is not preferable to deliver an accurate 
bug free RTL. so we prefer to divide the huge combinations in 
to small logical groups which will increase the saturation point 
and generates more random combinations reducing redundant 
stimulus and finding the issues with the environment at the early 
stage of verification. In order to facilitate this verification process, 

this paper emphasizes the concept that promote more complete 
and efficient stimulus generation in DV. 

II. Verification Process
The goal of hardware design is to create a device that performs 
a particular task based on a design specification. The goal of 
verification engineer is to make sure the device can accomplish 
that task successfully with no errors in the environment – that is, 
the design is an accurate representation of the specification.
Bugs are what resulted when there is a discrepancy. The behavior 
of the device when used outside of its original purpose also results 
in error which is not responsibility, although have to know where 
those boundaries lie.
The design engineer reads the MRD hardware specification for 
block and interprets the human language description and creates 
the corresponding design in the machine readable form. Perhaps 
there will be a chance to do mistake in that which results in the 
wrong functionality – misbehaving of the module. In order to 
solve this problem a verification team reads the same hardware 
specification sheet and develops a testbench environment for the 
design which is designed to check its functionality.
The testbench mimic the environment in which the design will 
reside. It checks weather the RTL Implementation meets the design 
spec or not.  This Environment creates invalid and unexpected as 
well as valid and expected conditions to test the design. The fig. 
1. shows verification process.

Fig. 1: Device Verification Model

A. Directed Testing
Traditionally, when faced with the task of verifying the correctness 
of a design, you probably used directed tests. Using this approach, 
you look at the hardware specification and write a verification plan 
with a list of tests, each of which concentrated on a set of related 
features. Armed with this plan, you write stimulus vectors that 
exercise these features in the DUT. You then simulate the DUT 
with these vectors and manually review the resulting log files and 
waveforms to make sure the design does what you expect. Once 
the test works correctly [1], you check it off in the verification 
plan and move to the next one.
If the design is complex the we can’t write test cases for all 
combinations and  this will not  test unexpected combinations. If 
the design is complex and you need to verify in  less time, then  
this process is not preferable.
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B. Random Stimulus Generation
Random stimulus is crucial for exercising complex designs. 
A directed test finds the bugs you expect to be in the design, 
whereas a random test can find bugs you never anticipated. When 
using random stimulus, you need functional coverage to measure 
verification progress [3]. Furthermore, once you start using 
automatically generated stimulus, you need an automated way 
to predict the results – generally a scoreboard or reference model. 
Building the testbench infrastructure, including self-prediction, 
takes a  significant amount of work. A layered testbench helps you 
control the complexity by breaking the problem into manageable 
pieces. Transactors provide a useful pattern for building these 
pieces. With appropriate planning, you can build a testbench 
infrastructure that can be shared by all tests and does not have to 
be continually modified.
The problem with the random stimulus generation is that that it 
takes very little time to collect the first few combinations on the 
other hand it takes a long time to cover the last few combinations. 
So we can go for constraint random stimulus generation. 

C. Constrained Random Stimulus
Constraint random stimulus generator used to generate uncovered  
stimulus instead of including already generated combination by 
including the constraints in the test case [2]. Even if we put some 
constraint after few stimulus generation it will again reaches the 
saturation point then we need to put some more constraints. It 
is efficient if the few constraints can generate all the uncovered 
combinations with the same probability to generate the initial 
combinations before the first saturation point. But if the design 
complexity increases the number of constraint will also increases 
after every saturation point and it is tedious to maintain.

III. Segmentation Stimulus Generation 
As the designs are very complex and need 1000s of stimulus to 
coverage a single cover bin. It takes very little time to collect the 
first few combinations On the other hand, it takes a long time to 
cover the last few combinations. In fact, for 100 such combinations 
it takes on average 100 trials to collect the very last combination 
after the other 99 combinations have been covered. To have the 
better controllability on random stimulus generation without 
having huge constraints split the huge stimulus combinations 
into the logical groups.
If we have “n” combinations to cover we need to have an 
estimation of how many trails we need to serve the purpose. We 
need analysis on the simulated graph with our stimulus growth. 
If the deviation is very high then it means the environment has 
the hidden constraints.

A. Calculating the Estimation 
 Let ‘T’ be the trails required to cover all n combinations, and let ‘ti’ be 
the trail to cover the ‘ith’ combination after (i – 1) combinations 
have been covered. Think of ‘T’ and ‘ti’ as random variables. 
Observe that the probability of covering a new combination given 
( i – 1) combinations is [11]

Therefore,  By the linearity of expectations we have

Where Hn is a harmonic number of order n. If the number of 
combinations increasing then hitting those new combinations 
will be trivial and it will increase in the order of  n*ln(n) [11]. If 
we have a huge combination hitting the combinations after ‘i’ is 
trivial this is the point where we need to select the optimum point 
for the logical group selection.

Fig. 2: Number of Trails Needed to Cover All Hits

Using this we can estimate number of trails required and the 
growth of the trails at any point during the coverage. The below 
table has been plotted with the above estimation formula which 
is indicating as ‘ideal’  and ‘simulated’  is the simulation  results 
simulated over (n/2) times  for different combinations.
 
Table 1: Comparison of Simulated Results With Ideal Results

Target Ideal Simulated (Min) (Max) (Avg)

1000 7485.47 7409 5033 13402 7408.09
2000 16356.73 16360 11071 31304 16364.28
3000 25751.24 25890 17628 48502 25882.39
4000 35485.56 35378 25353 60472 35376.56
5000 45472.54 45627 31694 70744 45629.66
6000 55660.88 55598 39326 97896 55593.56
7000 66016.66 65891 45172 122641 65889.79
8000 76515.79 76680 56240 133528 76675.96
9000 87140.25 87144 62363 155085 87140.61

10000 97876.06 98141 71793 179890 98139.62
11000 108712.02 108410 77798 194615 108409.85
12000 119639.03 119568 86155 261964 119553.51
13000 130649.46 130272 94169 246342 130272.64
14000 141736.89 141911 101728 270021 141910.38

From the above table we can summarize the simulation results 
that to hit 1000 combinations it took 7409 trails where as to hit 
the 10000 combinations it took 98141 trails . so if we divide the 
this 10000 combinations into 10 groups of 1000 combinations 
each then it will took 7409*10 = 74090 trails  so 24051 trails 
have been reduced. We are not proposing to divide it to 10000 
groups of 10 combinations each so to avoid the complexity in the 
verification environment we need to select an optimum point to 
group the combinations
We shall analyse why it is happening like this. Let us assume we 
have ‘N’ combinations to cover, through the above estimation the 
total number of trails required for the purpose is [11]

Let us assume N can be expressed as product of two positive 
integers ‘n’ and ‘p’.( => n<N , p<N) we rewrite the above 
estimation as [11]
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Since N=n*p, we can divide the group with ‘N’ combinations 
into ‘p’ equal groups ‘n’ combinations each. The estimation 
combinations required to cover the group with ‘n’ combinations 
is

We have ‘p’ such groups to cover so the total estimation 
becomes

Enew(N) = E(N) – E(B) 
Thus we are able to decrease the effort needed for E(B) trails.

D. Ideal Trials Needed to Hit Different Combinations 

Fig. 3: Ideal Trails Needed for Different Combinations

B. Simulated Trials to Hit Different Combinations 
The fig. 4. shows the results obtained during the simulations for 
different N values. (The graphs of those simulations which are 
close to the mean are used for plotting).

Figure 4:Simulated ‘trails to hit’ different N values 

C. Selecting Optimum Point
From the fig. 5. it is clear that dividing the large cover groups 
into small sub groups helps in reducing the redundant stimulus. 
Considering ‘n’ distinct combinations in an arbitrary

Fig. 5: Trails Needed for Possible Divisions of Different N 
Values 

group under study, it requires ‘n*Hn’ number of trials [11], on 
an average to hit all distinct ‘n’ combinations. In order to reduce 
redundant stimulus, the group can be divided into subgroups, let 
us assume, the group is divided into ‘n’ sub groups. It leaves one 
element for each group. All these groups can be hit by sparing 
one trial for each group. Thus the whole group can be covered 
through ‘n’ distinct trials. For any group, this is the least possible 
number of trials needed. But when the value of ‘n’ is very large, 
it doesn’t look appealing to have a large number of sub groups, 
as it leaves the coverage analysis hard to manage. 
Under these circumstances, arises a question about ‘Optimum 
point for division...!’. which is a critical thing to decide, because 
it involves many factors like “The complexity of group”, “Number 
of other groups in the design”, “Average combinations per group” 
and “Other dependent groups”. Hence, this is a factor to be decided 
on the field.
Here is an analysis of the relation between the (calculated) average 
number of trials required and the number of sub groups for different 
values of ‘n’. One can quickly choose an optimum point on the 
respective ‘n’ curve depending on other limitations.

IV. Conclusion
We analyzed the delay in coverage closer and redundant test 
case generation in the randomization and proposed segmentation 
approach for effective stimulus generation. calculated the reduction, 
which can be obtained using the segmentation approach and 
estimation of the total trails needed to cover n combinations. 
This analysis can be used mainly to reduce the effort currently 
kept for coverage and helps in moving towards efficient stimulus 
generation. The approach also helps in knowing if any hidden 
constraints (not always) which  influence the coverage.
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